
“...an elevated musical standard over a wide range 
of repertory from the Renaissance to the present.” 

 —the boston globe

“. . . uncommonly fresh and direct -  
almost like breaking news.” 

 —the boston globe

Shade and Light: Musical 
Expressions of Grief and Joy 

saturday, october 28, 2017, 8:00 pm 
We pair the hauntingly beautiful setting 
of the Requiem Mass by the little known 
Portuguese Renaissance composer Manuel 
Cardoso with Bach’s exuberant setting of 
Singet dem Herrn ein neues Lied. 

Double Takes:  
One Text, Two Perspectives 

saturday, march 24, 2018, *7:00 pm

We contrast composers’ settings of 
selected texts to explore their differing 
approaches to interpreting the language 
and evoking its meaning in sound. You’ll 
hear revealing comparisons of Dixit 
Dominus by Handel and Monteverdi, both 
set for chorus, soloists, and strings, as well 
as works by composers old and new. 

* please note the early start time

Music for a  
May Evening 

saturday, may 12, 2018, 8:00 pm

Music representing the soft air of 
springtime with its new greening, delicate 
fragrances, and sense of unlimited hope: 
Lauridsen’s Les Chansons des Roses; 
Britten’s Choral dances from “Gloriana;” 
and works by Barber, Rautavaara, Gjeilo, 
Antognini, and others. 

Mother for the World:  
Songs of Mary 

saturday, december 16, 2017, *7:00 pm 
Music that elevates the earthly mother 
of Jesus, and celebrates the power of 
maternal love. We explore this devotion 
with music old and new featuring works by 
Tavener, Clemens, Britten, Verdi, Morales, 
Rachmaninoff, and others.  

Join Mary and the chorus for a sing-along 
and reception for all following the concert!
* please note the early start time
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subscribe now. . .it’s easy!

— Enjoy substantial discounts on tickets 
— FREE PARKING only for subscribers 
— Free ticket replacement

online: Visit www.musicasacra.org to purchase tickets online 
mail: Download the order form at www.musicasacra.org. Send to 
Musica Sacra / P.O. Box 381336 / Cambridge, MA 02238-1336   
phone: Call 617-349-3400

three great subscription offers

concert venue
First Church Congregational, 11 Garden St. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

Venue is wheelchair accessible and close to 
public transportation.

2 concerts 
   A: $85 
   B: $51

4 concerts    
   A: $170 
   B: $102

3 concerts 
   A: $127 
   B: $76

Funded in part by 
The Massachusetts 
Cultural Council  
and in part by the 
Inavale Foundation.

“This most unusual concert was musically and spiritually 
moving from beginning to end.” 

 —the boston musical intelligencer

Ticket colors match sections:
       A = Reserved
       B = General (not reserved)
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